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Abstract 

In this note we give a simple elementary proof of the Williams-Daly-Zachery theorem for 

additive random utility (ARU) models. This theorem says that the choice probabilities in an 

ARU model are the partial derivatives of the expected achieved utility. This is proved under 

the condition that the choice probabilities are continuous. We further prove that the choice 

probabilities are continuous exactly when the probability of ties is zero. Finally we prove that 

the probability of ties is zero if the cdf of the random term (of the ARU model) is 

differentiable with locally bounded gradient. 
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1. Introduction. 

The Williams-Daly-Zachery theorem is a result for Additive Random Utility (ARU) Models 

corresponding to Roy’s Identity in consumer theory. 

We consider a fairly standard setting for Random Utility (RU) Models (See e.g. Ben-Akiva 

and Lerman, 1985). We have a random vector n

nUUU ),...,,( 21U  with joint cdf
UF . 

The 
iU  may be thought of as representing the (to the observer unknown) utility of choice 

alternative i for a randomly selected choice maker, and we are interested in the choice 

probabilities 

),Pr{ ijUUp ijdfi ,     (1) 

i.e. that alternative i delivers the maximum utility. 

In an ARU model the utilities are given an additive structure: 

iii XvU )(v ,      (2) 

where the 
iv  are observable population values and the 

iX  are unobservable individual values, 

where the lack of knowledge is modeled by randomness. 

Here we assume that these random terms ),...,,( 21 nXXXX  have a joint c.d.f. F, such that 

the random variables iX  have finite expectations )( idfi XEX . 

ARU models have become workhorses in many areas of applied economics where discrete 

choices are considered, such as Choice of Residential Location (e.g. McFadden, 1978), 

Product Choice (e.g. McFadden, 1980), Labor Economics (e.g. Keane Todd and Wolpin, 

2010), Transportation (e.g. Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985), and Product Differentiation (e.g. 

Anderson, de Palma and Thisse, 1992). 

Let ))((max))((max)( iiiiidf XvEUEU vv  be the expected achieved utility under given 

values the iv , of a randomly selected, utility maximizing, decision maker. )(vU  exists 

finitely, since the iX  do. Further let ),Pr()( ijXvXvP iiiii v , be the probability 

that alternative i delivers the maximum utility at v. 

The Williams-Daly-Zachery (WDZ) “theorem” says that  

i

i
v

U
P

)(
)(

v
v .     (3) 

It is an analogue in a discrete choice setting, to Roy’s identity in consumer theory. It was 

termed the WDZ theorem in McFadden (1981), section 5.8. McFadden refers to Daly and 

Zachery (1978), and Williams (1977) as forerunners of the result. In McFadden (1981), the 

author gives a proof of the WDZ theorem assuming inter alias cdf’s with densities for the 

random term, a proof he says is adapted after that of Daly and Zachary (1976). Anderson et al 

(1992), Ch. 3, gives an introduction to a “representative consumer” approach in a discrete 

choice setting. In particular they give a proof of the WDZ Thm. (their Lemma 3.2), assuming 

that the distribution of X has a density. 

The WDZ theorem has been proved e.g. for generalizations of the GEV-models in (Lindberg, 

Erikson & Mattsson 1996), and for ARU models, where F has density by Fosgerau, Bierlaire 

and McFadden (2010). 
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In this note we give in section 2 a simple proof of the WDZ theorem under the condition that 

choice probabilities )(viP  are continuous, and as a corollary, under the condition that F is 

continuously differentiable. In sec. 3, we review results on choice probabilities in RU models. 

These are applied o the ARU case in sec. 4. In particular we show that if the cdf of the 

random term is differentiable with locally bounded gradient, then the probability of ties is 

zero. Sec. 5 is devoted to the continuity of the choice probabilities w.r.t. change of one 

variable. In particular we show that the choice probabilities are continuous if there are no ties. 

In sec. 6 we show that the choice probabilities are continuous if the are continuous in each 

variable. 

 

2. The Williams-Daly-Zachery theorem. 

The theorem will be derived through a simple Lemma: 

Lemma 1. Let )(vidfi Pp , and assume that 
iv , the i-th population value changes from 

iv  to 

ii vv , and let 
ip  be the corresponding change in )(viP . Then, U , the corresponding 

change in )(vU , fulfils 

iiiii vppUvp )(     (4) 

Proof: Let us first consider the case 0iv , i.e. alternative i is improved, and divide the 

choice makers into groups according to their choices: 

1G , those who choose alternative i both before and hence also after the change of 
iv , 

cG , those who change to alternative i, from some other alternative, and 

2G , those who don’t choose alternative i, neither before nor after the change. 

The expected changes in achieved utility for individuals in 1G  and 2G  (conditioned on being 

in that group) are iv  and 0 respectively. Let cU  be the corresponding change in cG . 

The probability masses of these groups are respectively ip , 0ip  and ii pp1  

Summing the effects on )(vU  in the different groups we have 

0ciii UpvpU .    (5) 

Further cU  obviously fulfils ic vU0 .   (6) 

Thus, by (5) and (6), 

iiiiiiiii vppvpvpUvp )( , i.e. (4). 

Now let 0iv . Then 0ip . Define the groups 1G  and 2G  in the way same as above, and 

cG as those who switch from alternative i. Let the expected change in achieved utility for 

individuals in the groups be defined as above, i.e. iv , cU  and 0 respectively. Now, the 

probability masses of the groups are respectively ii pp , ip  and ip1 . 

Summing the effects in the different groups we have 

0)( ciiii UpvppU .    (7) 
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Further 
cU  obviously fulfils 0ci Uv .   (8) 

Thus, by (7) and (8), 

iiiiiiiii vppUvpvpvp )( , i.e. (4) again.  □ 

As a corollary we have 

Proposition 1. Assume that the choice probability )(viP  is continuous at vv , then the 

partial derivative of )(vU , the expected achieved utility, with respect to 
iv  exists at v , and 

fulfils the Williams-Daly-Zachery “relation” 

)(
)(

v
v

i

i

P
v

U
. 

Proof: Assume the setting of the proposition, let v change from v  to 
iiv uv , where 

iu  is 

the i-th unit vector, then, by the Lemma, 

iiiii vppUvp )( ,    (4) 

where )()( vuv iiiii PvPp . First assume 0iv , then by division by iv  in (5) we 

get 

iiii ppvUp / .     (9) 

Similarly for 0iv , we get from (4) by division by iv , since 0iv , 

iiii pvUpp / ,      (9’ 

Since by assumption 0ip  when 0iv , we get the desired conclusion, by (9) and (9’).

     □ 

 

So when is )(viP  continuous? One case is the following 

Lemma 2. Suppose the c.d.f. F of X is continuously differentiable, then )(viP  is continuous. 

Proof: Follows from Thm. 2 below.    □ 

As a corollary we have  

Corollary 1. Suppose the c.d.f. F of X is continuously differentiable, then )(vU  is 

continuously differentiable and fulfils the Williams-Daly-Zachery “relation”  

)()( vv PU , 

where )(vP  is the vector of choice probabilities. 

Proof. Under the conditions of the Corollary, )(viP  is everywhere continuous by Lemma 2. 

Thus by Prop.1, the partial derivatives )(
)(

v
v

i

i

P
v

U
are continuous for all i. Thus, e.g. by 

Thm. 5.8 in Pugh (2002), )(vU  is differentiable. Moreover )()( vv PU and )(vU  thus 

is continuous.     

 □ 
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3. Choice Probabilities in the RU case. 

In this section we will recall a choice probability result for RU models. 

Thus suppose we have an RU model with random term n

nXXX ),...,,( 21X , whose cdf 

is F. In Lindberg (2012a) we derived the following result (framed in other words there). The 

diagonal D in the statement is the set {  for some }n
x x 1 , where 1 is the “one-

vector” )1,...,1,1(df1 . 

Theorem 1. Suppose F is differentiable on the diagonal D, with locally bounded gradient, 

then  

(i) dxxxxFijXXp iijdfi ),...,,(),Pr{ ,  (11)

 where 
iF  is the partial derivative of F w.r.t. 

ix , and 

(ii) Probabilities of ties are 0, i.e. 1
i ip    (12) 

Corollary 2. The conclusion of Thm 1 follows if F is continuously differentiable along the  

diagonal. 

 

4. Choice Probabilities in the ARU case. 

In the ARU case (2), each value of v gives an RU model, to which the results in the previous 

section can be applied. But we have to use that XvU  has cdf )( vxF . Thus, for 

different values of v the diagonal “moves around”. Thus we need F to be differentiable with 

locally bounded gradient in the whole space. We can now directly translate the results of the 

previous section. 

Proposition 3. Assume F differentiable with locally bounded gradient, then for all 
n

v  

dxvxvxvxFP nii ),...,,()( 21v , and 

1)(
i iP v ,  i.e. the probability of ties is zero.   □ 

This follows from Thm. 1. As a direct consequence we have 

Proposition 3’. If F is continuously differentiable, then for any v the probability of a tie is 0, 

dxvxvxvxFP nii ),...,,()( 21v , and 

1)(
i iP v .     □  (17) 

 

5. Continuity of the choice probabilities w.r.t one iv  in the ARU case 

As in the previous section, we assume that we have an ARU model XvU , where the 

random term X has cdf )(xF . For the analysis we need to introduce the sets where maximum 

utility is achieved. 
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Thus let ( ) { , }i n

df j j i iA x v x v j iv x , the set where alternative i gives the 

maximum utility and ( ) { , }i n

df j j i iA x v x v j iv x , where alternative i delivers a 

unique maximum. Then we have 

)}(Pr{)( vv
i

i AP , and )}(Pr{)( vv
i

i AP ,   (18) 

under the distribution given by F. 

Further we define ( ) { ( ) ( )}i i iA A Av x v x v , where alternative i is maximal, but where 

there is a tie.  

Further, since },Pr{},Pr{)( ijvvXXijvXvXP jiijiijji v , we 

introduce ),...,( 21

)( i

n

iii YYYY  with components ij

i

j XXY . Let the cdf of )(i
Y  be )(iG . 

Then we see that )()( )(
v1v i

i

i vGP . Since )(iG  is a cdf, it is non-decreasing, and moreover 

continuous from the right in each argument. As a consequence we have: 

Lemma 3. )(viP  is non-decreasing, and continuous from the right in 
iv , and non-increasing, 

and continuous from the left in ijv j for  , .   □ 

To further analyze the continuity properties of the choice probabilities, let us study the 

relations between the )(v
iA  and )(viA , when one component in v changes. First, we analyze 

the situation when only 
iv  varies. 

Changing only 
iv  corresponds to adding multiples of 

iu  to v. We then obviously have 

)()()()( i

iii

i

i AAAA uvvvuv ,   (19) 

i.e. )(v
iA  and )(viA  are both “non-decreasing” as functions of iv , and moreover they are 

interlaced as shown in (19). Eq. (19) further implies 

)()()()( iiiiii PPPP uvvvuv , 

whence the )(viP  and )(viP  are also non-decreasing and interlaced as functions of iv . 

Moreover, it is easily seen that if )(vx
iA  then )( i

iA uvx  for sufficiently small 

0 , which together with (19) implies that 

 )()(
0

vuv
i

i

i AA , which in turn implies that 

)}(Pr{)}(Pr{ vuv
i

i

i AA  as 0 , and hence, by (18), that 

)()( vuv iii PP  as 0 .    (18) 

Together with Lemma 3, these results give: 

Lemma 4. As a function of iv , )(viP  is continuous from the right. The limit from the left is 

)(viP .      □ 

As a consequence we have: 
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Proposition 4. If )(viP  is discontinuous at v , as a function of 
iv , then )(viP  has a nonzero 

upward jump of size )}(Pr{)()( vvv
i

ii APP , and hence the probability of ties is positive. 

)(viP  is continuous at v , if and only if the probability of a tie is zero at v , and vice versa.  

Proof: If )(viP  is discontinuous at v , then the left limit )(viP , differs from the right limit 

)(viP . Since )(viP is non-decreasing, the jump is positive, and by Lemma 4 of size 

)}(Pr{)}(Pr{)}(Pr{)()( vvvvv
iii

ii AAAPP .  

If )(viP  is continuous at v , then the left limit )(viP  equals from the right limit )(viP , 

whence )}(Pr{)}(Pr{)}(Pr{)()(0 vvvvv
iii

ii AAAPP , and we have zero 

probability of ties.     □ 

 

We now study )(viP  when only ijv j , , changes. The analysis is parallel to that for 
iv , but 

a little more intricate. First we note that  

)()()( j

ii

j

i AAA uvvuv ,    (19) 

i.e. the )(v
iA  are non-increasing as functions of ijv j , . 

Since )(viP  is continuous from the left as a function of ijv j , , we have to study 

)( jiP uv  for 0 . 

If 0  and },,;{)( jikvxvxvxvxA iikkiijjj

i
xuvx , then 

},,;{)( jikvxvxvxvxA iikkiijjdf

i

j xvx , i.e. the set where 
iX  is maximal 

and strictly better than jX . Conversely, if )(vx
i

jA , then obviously )( j

iA uvx  for 

sufficiently small 0 . Moreover the sets )( j

iA uv  are increasing as  decreases. Thus 

)()(
0 j

ii

j AA uvv , implying that 

)}(Pr{)}(Pr{)}(Pr{lim)(lim
000

vuvuvuv
i

jj

i

j

i

ji AAAP  . This gives  

Lemma 5. As a function of ijv j , , )(viP  is continuous from the left. The limit from the 

right is )}(Pr{ v
i

jA .     □ 

As a preparation for the next result, let us introduce the notation A\B }{ BAdf xx , and 

},,;{)(, jikvxvxvxvxxA iikkiijjdf

i

j v , i.e. the set where iX  is maximal, 

but there is a tie with jX . 

As a consequence of Lemma 5 we have: 

Proposition 5. If )(viP  is discontinuous at v , as a function of ijv j , , then )(viP  has a 

nonzero downward jump of size )(Pr{)}(Pr{)( vvv
ii

ji AAP \ )}(Pr{)}( , vv
i

j

i

j AA , and 

hence the probability of ties is positive. 
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If )(viP  is continuous at v , as a function of ijv j , , the probability of a tie between 

ji XX  and  is zero at v , and vice versa  

Proof: In the same way as for Lemma 4, but using that )(v
iA \ )()( , vv

i

j

i

j AA .       □ 

Applying Prop. 3 to Propositions 4 and 5, we get: 

Corollary 3. In an ARU model with cdf F of the random term, the choice probabilities )(viP  

are continuous as both as functions of 
iv  and of ijv j , , if either 

(i) the cdf F is continuously differentiable, or 

(ii) the probabilities of ties are zero for any values of the population values v. 

 

6. Continuity of the choice probabilities in the ARU case. 

We can now put together the results of the previous sections 

Theorem 2. Consider an ARU model, U = v + X, whose random term X has cdf F. If the 

choice probability function )(viP  is continuous in each argument, then it is continuous as a 

function of v . In particular, the )(viP  are continuous, if 

(i) F is continuously differentiable, or 

(ii) the probabilities of ties are zero for any values of the population values v. 

Proof: Assume )(viP  is continuous as a function of any single argument, iv , or jv  for ij ,. 

Consider now an arbitrary v . Assume that (by renumbering) we study )(1 vP . 

Since )(1 vP is continuous as function of 1v , there is a 01 , such that 

)()()( 11111 vuvv PvPP  for 111 v , and in particular 

)()( 1111 vuv PP . 

Similarly, varying 2v  around 11uv  there is a 02 , such that 

2)()()()( 111122111111 vuvuuvuv PPvPP
i

 for 222 v , and 

in particular 

2)()( 2211 vuuv ii PP  

Continuing in this fashion for 3v , 4v ,…, nv , we finally get  

nPP
i

n

k kk )()( 12111 vuuv , for appropriate 0k .  (20) 

Similarly, working in the other direction, we get  

nPP
n

k kk )()( 12111 vuuv , for appropriate 0k .  (21) 

Letting ),min( kkk , (20) and (21) imply, together with the monotonicity of )(1 vP , that for 

any ],[ kkkv ,  

nPPvvP
n

k kk

n

k kk )()()( 121112111 vuuvuuv , and 
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nPPvvP
n

k kk

n

k kk )()()( 121112111 vuuvuuv ,  

Which in turn implies that )(1 vP  is continuous, which proves the first part of the Theorem. 

The second part follows from the first part since by Cor. 3, all )(viP  are componentwise 

continuous if F is continuously differentiable, or if the probability of ties is zero.       □. 
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